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Qualifying 
The September round of the RT8 Inkart Championship was contested between 17 drivers on the 

International circuit, with conditions proving favourable for quick lap times. Ollie Ursell led 

Qualifying Round 1 with a 69.323s, followed by Kameron Khan and Dean Thomas with 69.465s and 

70.108s, respectively. The Top 10 drivers were separated by less than a second, and with the 

chequered flag going out, it was a provisional pole for Ursell. 

 

Q1  Eliminated Drivers – T ler Fosse , “te e O’Hara, Joh  Do ell , Ale  Masefield, Ja es La re e, 
Oscar Lancaster 

 

The second Round of Qualifying proved to be even more competitive, as Ollie Ursell broke into the 

68-sec lap times! Kameron Khan followed closely by posting a 69.188 whilst Dean Thomas, returning 

to his proving ground, caught up, entering the 69-sec lap times, with a 69.76 good enough for P3, 

followed by Tyler Parslow in P4 with 69.763, just 3 thousandths behind. John Ockenden and Andrew 

Spencer rounded out the Top 6, going through to the Pole Position shootout. 

 

Q2 Eliminated Drivers – Michael Saward, James Ockenden, Charlie Fenton, Lorraine Scanes, Jack 

Mayor 

 

The final round of Qualifying saw provisional pole sitter Ursell post a 68.719, just a fraction quicker 

tha  Kha ’s . 2. These t o ere sitti g prett  at the fro t ith Tho as, Parslo , “pe er a d 
Ockenden in the fight for P3, all posting 69 second laps. As the chequered flag dropped, Ursell took 

Pole position, by 2 tenths from Kameron Khan. Parslow took 3rd, followed by Spencer in 4th, with 

Thomas and Ockenden completing the Top 6. 3rd through 6th were split by less than 3 tenths of a 

second. 

 

Race 1 
The lights went out to signify the start, as Tyler Parslow took advantage of the better racing line in 

P3 and overtook Khan for 2nd place, while Andrew Spencer and Dean Thomas demoted Khan 

further, on the outside of Turn 4. Khan regained P3 on the following lap, but had to yield to avoid an 

incident around Turn 7, therefore dropping to P5 again. 68-second lap times were once again 

prese t, as Ollie Ursell’s pa e pro ed to e e ough for a health   se o d lead  the e d of lap , as 
those behind squabbled. Kameron Khan took P2 after a good move on the entrance of Turn 6 and a 

double overtake for position. 

 

Further down the pack, 6th place was contested between 7 drivers, as Lorraine Scanes now had to 

defend from Jack Mayor, Charlie Fenton, James Ockenden and several other drivers who were right 

on that rear bumper all around the circuit, less than a fraction of a second behind. Dean Thomas was 

also in trouble, as Andrew Spencer was just 0.2 seconds off and pushing hard. With 7 minutes to go, 
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Ollie Ursell was now lapping back markers, as he extended his lead to about 8 seconds. The lapping 

traffic did aid Kameron Khan, however, and started catching up fast and by the end of lap 11 was 

matching Ursell for pace. 

 

Tyler Parslow was having a good drive in P3, but both Dean Thomas and Andrew Spencer diminished 

the gap to less than 0.5 seconds and were now in a position to challenge. However, time ran out, 

and Ollie Ursell took the win of Race 1, followed by Kameron Khan and Tyler Parslow in 2nd and 3rd 

place, respectively. 

 

Race 2 

Race 2 started with a close grid again, and quite a lot of ru i g  o  the first ouple of laps resulted 
in a warning to the entire field. Ollie Ursell had a good lead once more, but it did not take Kameron 

Khan long to catch up and put pressure for P1. Kameron was lapping the circuit at a low 68-sec lap 

times, knocking on the door of  his lap record, set a few months back. Tyler Parslow made his way 

into 3rd after starting from P6, and was now defending against James Ockenden and Dean Thomas, 

who were battling for P4. 

 

Just a little down the pack, Jack Mayor was under pressure from rookie John Ockenden and Oscar 

Lancaster, who moved up from the Junior division not long ago! Lorraine Scanes was directly behind 

in P9, pushing for points and waiting for Oscar to make a mistake and open the door to an 

opportunity. Eventually, she went past on the entrance to Turn 8, and sealed the overtake on the 

entrance of Turn 10. 

 

At the front of the pack, it was now Kameron Khan who led from Ollie Ursell, but it was short lived, 

as he allowed just enough room for Ursell to go past again and retake the lead. The two would 

alternate the lead for the next couple of laps, with Kameron Khan eventually claiming the top spot. 

With the chequered flag going out, it was a win for Kameron Khan, with Ursell taking 2nd just 16 

hundredths behind. Parslow took 3rd, with the Ockende ’s taki g th a d th. 


